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Larry Sagers, Horticulture Specialist Utah 
State University Extension 
Thanksgiving Point Gardens 
Taking Great Garden and Flower 
Photos 
 
Flowers Cry Out to Be Photographed 











Successful Garden Photographs 
Take Timing, Perspective, 
Perseverance, Patience and a Little 
Luck 
 
– Your Challenge Is 
to Help Others 
See the Delightful 







What is digital all about? 
Basic camera features 
Know your resolutions 





ZD Net’s Reviews and Prices 
Learn the Basic Features 
Resolution 
Flash 
Zoom- Optical / Digital 
Close-up (Macro) Mode 
Storage- Compact Flash / 
Memory Stick, etc. 
 
Know your Resolutions (Quality) 
Megapixel Cameras and Settings 
– 1mp – low quality, good for computer-based 
      images (3x5 prints) 
– 2mp – mid-quality for both computer viewing 
and    
      smaller printouts (5x7 prints) 
– 3mp – good quality especially for color prints  
      (8x10 prints) 
– 4mp – very good quality  
      (11x14 prints) 
– 5+mp – excellent quality  
Know your Resolutions (Quality) 
Typical Resolutions: Pixel Size 
– 640 x 480 – great for web only 
– 800 x 600  
– 1024 x 768 – good overall for web  
                      and small prints 
– 1280 x 960 – 1+ megapixel quality 
– 1600 x 1200 – 2 megapixel quality 
– 2000 x 1500 – 3 megapixel quality 
– 3000 x 2000 – 6 megapixel quality  
640 x 480 
1024 x 768 
1472 x 1104 
2272 x 1704 
640 x 480 1024 x 768 2272 x 1704 
640 x 480 1024 x 768 2272 x 1704 
Learn the Basic Features 
Flash 
Distance from 1 to 12 feet 




Learn the Basic Features 
Zoom: Optical / Digital 
– Optical (2x to 8x) 
Nikon Coolpix 4500 = 4x zoom 
– Digital (2x to 4x extended)  
Nikon Coolpix 4500 = 16x zoom 
Learn the Basic Features 
Close-up (Macro) Mode 








(Secure Digital / 









Read your Camera Manual 







http://www.zdnet.com/ - reviews and prices 
http://www.dpreview.com/ 
Elements central to  
digital photography 
Digital photography is still photography 
The world on a flat surface 
Composition 
Recording light 
Elements central to  
digital photography 
 
Varieties of formats and quality 
Resolution matters 
Compression matters 
Final display system matters 
Competing storage media (digital film) 
Two missing dimensions 
Photography represents 4 dimensions 
(H, W, D, & T) in 2 dimensions (H & 
W). 






Focal length and f-numbers 
Field of view 
Depth of field 
Digital image sensors 
Exposure 
It takes light energy to record images 
The amount of light getting to each point 
on the film depends on the lens 
aperture and the shutter speed. 
The amount of light needed depends on  
– The film speed (ISO number)  
– The sensitivity of the sensor in a digital 
camera 
A demonstration of the effect of exposure in night 
photography. Longer shutter speeds mean increased 
exposure.  
Illuminance: the quantity of light or luminous flux 
falling on unit area of a surface 
 
Luminance: Luminance is the luminous intensity 





A number that equals the focal length of a 
lens divided by the diameter of the aperture 
at a given setting. It is a measure of the 
relative aperture for a given lens. Also 
called f-stop. 










amount of light 




Typical wide-angle lens 
Image size and angle of view 
depend on the lens-film 
distance, which in turn 
depends on the lens focal 
length, for a given object 
distance. 
(a) A long f produces a large 
image (big M) but a small 
angle of view. 
(b) A short f produces a small 
image (small M) but a large 
angle of view. 
Field of view 
Telephoto lenses have long focal lengths and 
wide-angle lenses have short focal lengths 

Figure 4.9 




Perspective is seemingly distorted when imaging 
through telephoto and wide-angle lenses 
•Telephoto: enlargement of normal image but only 
sideward dimensions are expanded, not apparent 
depth. Objects along line of sight look crowded. 
•Wide-angle: compression of normal image but only 
in lateral directions. Person’s nose will bulge out 
too far and looks too big compared to size of face. 
(placing the photo close enough to your face will 
correct perspective when viewing angles match) 
 
F-number and image brightness 
Which produces a brighter image for a 
given aperture: a short focal length or a 
long focal length? 
(Figure 4.29 on page 129) 
“Circles of 
confusion”: 
A measure of how 
out of focus a point 
is allowed to be in 
an image before the 
fuzziness becomes 
noticeable. 





Depth of field 
Figure 4.30 
DOF: wild oats 
Composition  
Lead the viewer’s eye 
Balance, symmetry, and attention 
Lens effects (telephoto/wide angle) 
Location in the frame 
– Rule of thirds 






Composition Rule of thirds 
Composition Rule of thirds 
Composition Rule of thirds 
Composition Rule of thirds 
 
Composition Centered image is less interesting?  
 
 
Look for the Light 
Recording light 
Light and exposure 
Light and color temperature 
Light and exposure  
Lens aperture (iris, f-stop)—depth of field 
Shutter speed 
– Find the controls for the above  
on the camera you have 
Light and exposure  
Imaging device sensitivity 
Contrast (in the world and after the fact) 
Digital manipulation after original 
photography 
Light and color temperature 
Daylight  (5600+ degrees Kelvin=BLUE) 
Tungsten  (3200 degrees Kelvin+ORANGE) 
Automatics usually work fine 
Your Photographs Depend on the 
Light, Color, Character, and Direction 
Good Photography Needs Good 
Lighting 
– Flowers Appear Very Different As Light 
Changes and These Differences Are 
Intensified on Film. Take Photographs 
at Different Times of the Day Under 
Varying Light Conditions  
Light Plays an Important Part in the 
Dramatic Effect of Your Photographs 
 

Besides Affecting Exposure, Light 
Makes the Difference Between  
Dramatic and Flat Photographs 
– Look at the Direction of the Light. 
Midday Sun Coming From Directly 
Overhead Casts Strong Light on the Top 
of the Subject and Casts Shadows 
Underneath, Making the Image Appear 
Shapeless and Flat 

 
These Photographs Lack Color and 
Have a Very Harsh, Hot Appearance. 
With This Light, Select Subjects With 
Definitive Shapes or Brilliant Colors 
Side Lighting 






When Light Comes in Low From the 




Coming Toward the 
Camera From the 
Rear, Is Often the 
Most Dramatic and 
Gives Excellent 
Flower Silhouettes 





Three lighting modes 
– Spotlighting Is a Most Interesting Light 
Effect 
 
Find a Beam of Light Shining 
Through Trees or Clouds That Hits a 
Flower or a Group of Plants 
 
Use light in the photos  


– This Spotlight Effect Creates Interest 
Just As Effectively As a Spotlight 






Morinda Gardens- 10:30 a.m. 
Morinda Gardens- 2:30 p.m. 
Morinda Gardens- 4:30 p.m. 
 
Take Your Exposure Measurement 
on the Surface of the Subject and Do 
Not Let the Meter Be Fooled by the 
Shadows 
Expose for the Light and Do Not 





Try for Early Morning or Evening 




The Light Has Color and Character 
When the Sun First Comes up and 
Again Just As the Sun Goes Down 
The Color of the Dawn or Dusk Light 
Is Rich, Warm, and Glows With 
Golds, Oranges, and Pinks 
Walk Around the Flower and See 
How It Looks Through the Viewfinder 
From Different Positions 
Keep a Sharp Eye to See an 
Appealing Shadow From One or a 
Glow of Iridescence From Another 
Shoot From the Position That Appeals to 
Your Eye  
 
Avoid Casting a Shadow on the 
Garden 
When Shooting Backlit Flowers, Incoming 
Light May Produce Ghostlike Blobs 
 
 
Avoid Flare by Placing the Camera 
So the Light Does Not Shine Directly 
Into Your Lens, or by Shading the 
Lens With an Opaque Object 
Add Light As Needed   
 
Use a Gold or Silver Reflector or Set 
Your Flash on Minus 1/3 to 2/3 to 
Fill-in Shadows 
Full-power Flash Blasts the Subject 
and Will Look Unnatural. 
– Use an 81A,B or C Warming Filter to 
Give a Pleasant Warm Tone to the 
Subject 
Take Pictures This Week 

Be Happy for Clouds and Rain 
Subdued Light Brings Out Color 




Get Out in the Garden When the 
Dew Is on the Blossoms or at the 
End of a Light Rain 
Water Droplets Add Sparkling Jewels to 
Your Flower Photographs 

Drops of Water Can Become the 




Keep a Lint-free Cloth in Your 
Camera Bag to Wipe Down 
Equipment or Use a Plastic Shower 
Cap to Cover the Camera Between 
Shots 
 
Bring Along a Spray Bottle Filled 





Some Photographers Use Drops of 
Glycerine (Available at the Local 
Drug Store) Because It Will Not 






Make Perfect Exposures 
 
 
Reviewing the Principles of Exposure 







Looking at the Garden 
– Many Photographers Are Uncertain of 
What Exposure to Use 

– Exposure Is Determined by the Amount 
of Light Striking the Film or the Sensor 
As Reflected off the Subject  
Get up Close and Personal 
 
The Most Common Plant 
Photography Mistake Is Not Getting 
Close Enough to the Subject 
Look at Your Lens and Decide How Close 
You Can Get 
Close Your Eyes and Smell a Rose, 
Then Do It With Your Eyes Open 
 
That Is a Nice Effect. Explore Each 
Lens and Adjustment and Use Them 
at Their Minimum Focal Distance 
Try the Same Thing With Your 
Camera. 
Set the Lens to Its Closest Focal Distance 
and Walk Toward the Rose Until It Is in 
Focus and You Have an Intimate View of 
the Rose 
How Close Are You and What Do You 
See? 
 
Every Lens Has a Minimum Focal 
Distance 
A Long Lens Causes the Foreground and 
Background to Visually Compress 
 
Consider Using a Macro Lens or 
Setting If You Want to Shoot Many 
Close-up Pictures 
Get Intimate With the Plants and Fill 
the Frame With Color and Texture 
 
Macro Lenses or Settings Let You 







– Use the Focal Length 


Focusing the Camera on a Subject 
Creates an Area of Sharpness on the 
Film 
 
Depth of Field Refers to the Front-to-




Zones of Focus Can Be Placed in the 
Fore, Middle, or Background Areas 
 
 
The Zones Can Be Expanded or 
Contracted to  Make a Wide or a 
Narrow Band of Sharpness 

The Focal Length of the Lens Makes 
a Difference in the Depth of Field 
Wide-angle Lenses Have a Wider 
Focus Zone Than Telephoto Lenses 
 
The F-stop Controls the Zone of 
Sharpness So Use It to Change the 






Instead of 1/60 Second at F16 
(Everything Is Sharp), Try 1/500 at 
F5.6 to Keep the Subject Sharp and 
the Background Soft and Blurred 
 





A Large Opening Has a Number of 
F4 or F2.8 and a Small Opening Has 
a Number of F16 or F22 
 

– A Simple Way to Remember This Is "Fat 
and Fuzzy" or "Skinny and Sharp." A 
Large or "Fat" Opening (F4 or F2.8) 
Causes Limited Depth of Field or a 
Larger Zone of Fuzziness  
 
A Small or "Skinny" Opening (F16 or 
F22) Causes Greater Depth of Field 
or a Larger Zone of Sharpness 
 
 
The Fat-fuzzy/skinny-sharp Rule 
Answers a Frequent Flower 
Photography Question 
–  : 
–  How Do You Make 
a Flower Pop 
Forward Against a 
Rich, Solid-color 
Background?  
To Do This, Select a Subject That Is 
in the Light and Stands Away From 
the Background 
Take a Normal to Long Telephoto 
Lens, and Focus on the Flower 
– Determine the Exposure (Taking Care to 
Measure the Flower and Not the 
Background), and Use the Largest 





To Make a Subject Stand Out, Use 
the Contrast Behind It 
 
The Background Will Go Out of 
Focus and Appear As a Solid Color 
in the Final Image 
A Light Subject Stands Out Against a 
Dark Background 
A Dark Subject Stands Out Against a 
Light Background 
A Sharp Subject Stands Out Against 
a Fuzzy Background 

– Create Soft Color Backgrounds by 
Shooting With the Lens at a Large 
Aperture (I.E.,  F2.8, 4, 5.6) and Limiting 
the Depth of Field  
An Out-of-focus Background Makes an 
Attractive Backdrop 
 
– Try Setting up on a Flower and Shoot It 
First Using This Method, Then, 
Changing Nothing but the Aperture and 
Speed (to Keep the Same Good 
Exposure Balance)  
 
Decide for Yourself Which One You 




Explore Your Subject From Other 
Points of View and Other Positions, 
With Other Lenses and Other 
Formats 
 
Take Many Photographs of the Same 
Subject in Different Ways as One 




Focus on the Flowers 
 
Focus on the Flowers 
 
Unintentionally Blurred Photos Are 
Candidates for the Garbage 
Do Not Waste Your Time and Money 
on Blurry Pictures 
 
– When Holding Your Camera by Hand, 
Tighten Your Body Position. Keep Your 
Stance Relaxed but Firm, With Your 
Feet Apart and Elbows Tucked Next to 
Your Body  
– Rest the Camera Comfortably in the 
Palm of  One Hand With the Other Hand 
on the Shutter. Take a Breath and Hold 
It While You Squeeze the Shutter 
– Tripods Are a Must in Low Light 
Situations 
– For Flower Photography, Get a Tripod 
That Allows You to Get Close to the 
Ground  
Most Professionals Always Use Tripods 
for Critical, Close-up Shots 
– Compose Yourself  
– Composition Is the Arrangement of 
Design Elements Within a Photograph. 
Some of These Elements Include Form, 
Color, Line, and Space  
Decide What Is the Most Important 
Element in the Composition You Are 
Considering 
–  Is It the Shape, the Form, the Texture, 
the Pattern, or the Arrangement of Light 
and Shadow?  
There Are Many Decisions to Make 
When Choosing Your Central Theme 
or Subject 
 
Carefully Balance the Components of 
Your Composition to Contribute to 
the Overall Harmony and Pleasing 
Appearance of the Final Product 
 
Learn to Observe the Photographic 
Subject and What Appears in the 
Viewfinder 
 
If Something Is Not Pleasing, 
Disguise It or Change Position to 




– Learn to See What Is Really There 
– Learn to See What Is Really There 
 
Stop and Think What You Are 
Seeing and What Attracted You to 
the Flower in the First Place 
Once You Identify That, Make It 
Specifically the Dominant Feature of 
the Photograph 
 
Simplify the Picture, Identify the 
Subject and How to Emphasize It 
 
 
Identify Unnecessary Distractions 





Take a Picture of a Single Blossom 
and Eliminate Unnecessary Flowers 
and Leaves 
Watch Your Backgrounds 
Your Position Relative to the Subject 
Determines the Background. 
Tower Over a Flower and the Background 
is the Flowerbed and Soil 
At Eye Level, the Background May 
Be Flowers, Greenery, or Perhaps 
Even Sky 
For Soft Solid Color or Black 
Backgrounds Use Poster Board, Cloth or 
Other Materials 
 
Add the Fauna 
Garden Insects and Other Creatures 
Are an Important Part of Your 
Garden 
 
When Appropriate Include Them in 
the Photo to Add Interest to an 
Image 
– Follow the Lines 
– Lines Leading Into the Picture Help 
Create an Illusion of Depth to Direct the 
Viewer's Attention to the Main Subject 
of the Photograph  
Garden Paths Invite the Viewer to 
Join You on Garden Walks 
 
Flower Beds and Colors Create Offer 
Visual Lines to Lead You Into the 
Garden 




Good Composition Begins With the 
Visual Elements of Design; Line, 
Shape, Color, Light, Texture and 
Pattern 
Look For and Emphasize Them 
When You Take Photographs 
Lines and Paths Into Photos Can Be 
Actual or Implied 
 
 
The Eye Follows Paths and Visual 
Stepping Stones With Equal Ease 
Into the Composition 
 
Good Composition Is Essential to 
Interesting Photographs 
Take Notes and Learn From 
"Mistakes" 
 
Nature Is an Explosion of Riches 
– To Improve, Take Notes on What You 
Are Doing, What You Are Seeing, What 
Photographic Techniques You Are 
Using and When Your Photographs 
Come Back  
– Write That Information on the Back of 
Each One  
– Making Notes in the Field Helps 







– Keeping Track of What Is Successful As 
Well As What Is Not, Will Make You a 
Better Photographer and Bring Interest 
to Your Garden Photographs  
 
 
To See, Appreciate and Capture 




As With Any Kind of Photography, 
Good Flower Images Begin With 
Learning to See 
This Means Really Looking at What You 







Examine Your Subject and Notice 
the Curve of the Stem, the Balance 
of the Blossom 
– Make Additional Exposures on Either 
Side of What You Assume to Be the 
Correct Exposure 
–  If Your Meter Tells You the Correct 
Exposure Is a Shutter Speed of 1/125 at 
F16, Bracket by Keeping the Aperture 
the Same and Changing the Shutter 
Speed, Shooting Additional Shots at 
F16 at 1/64 and 1/250 
– You Can Bracket by Keeping the Shutter 
Speed the Same at 1/125 and Taking 
Additional Photographs at F22 and F11  
– Either Way, You Will Have Three 
Exposures to Choose From--one at the 
Meter Reading, One Overexposed, and 
One Underexposed 
– Although Your Original Exposure Was 
Technically Correct, You May Prefer the 
Lighter or Darker Photo 








Happy Garden Photography 






Thanks for Coming 
Next week we will cover exposing your 
photos correctly 
Come dressed for whatever the 
weather might be 
Select the best pictures for sharing on 












Larry Sagers, Regional Horticulturist Utah State 
University Extension 
At Thanksgiving Point Institute 
Week Two 
– Film Is Sensitive to Light, and Its ASA/
ISO Rating Tells You How Sensitive 
That Particular Film Is 
– Setting the ASA/ISO Rating on Your 
Camera Sets the Gauge That Tells the 
Meter How to Expose for the Light From 
the Subject for That Particular Film 
– Learn and Use the Sunny16 Rule  
– On a Bright, Sunny Day When the 
Shadows Are Crisp and Dark, Proper 
Exposure Comes From Setting the 
Shutter Speed at the Number Closest to 
the Film's ASA Rating, and Setting the 
F-stop (the Lens Aperture) at Sixteen 
– When Using a Film With a Rating of 100 
on a Bright, Sunny Day, the Correct 
Exposure Will Be F16 at 1/100 
– Since the Camera Does Not Have a 
Setting of 1/100, Choose the Next 
Closest One, Which Would Be 1/125th of 
a Second (at F16) 
– Once You Establish the Basic Exposure 
Under Bright, Sunny Conditions, Adjust 
the Camera for Other Light 
– This Exposure Teeter-totter Means Any 
Changes Made to One Side Such As the 
Shutter Speed Must Be Made to the 
Other Side or the Aperture or F-stop to 
Maintain Balance  
– This Is Known As Exposure Value  
– To Get Closer, Add Some Additional 
Equipment 
– Add Close-focusing Diopters to the 
Front of Your Lens, Like a Filter, With 
No Loss of Light. The Diopters Are 
Made in 1x, 2x, 3x, and 4x Strengths  
– Use a 2X Doubler or Use Some 
Extension Tubes 
– There Is No Noticeable Loss of Light 
With a Diopter, but You May Sacrifice 
Quality of the Image, Especially If the 
Diopter Is Not Made of High-quality 
Glass  
– This Loss Is Exaggerated When You 
Stack Several Diopters Together  
